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ABSTRACT: The recent progress in Skyrmions, a topologically protected nanoscale magnetic textured structures, 
will be discussed in reference to the creation and manipulation of their dynamics; low energy manipulation of the 
skyrmions has been demonstrated.  The effective magnetic field concepts will be described, which will include the 
terms of the field like and anti-damping fields and other magnetic texture, such as skyrmion, induced fields.  Various 
mechanisms, including the current driven spin transfer, spin orbit induced voltage induced and torque.  In order to 
treat the effective fields the latter two, spin orbit coupling will be discussed, from which voltage control anisotropy 
and the Dzyaloshinski -Morya Interaction will be described to explain these effective fields for energy efficient 
switching.  The use of DMI to control topological protected skyrmions will also be described. 
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